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Aquaculture in the United States

Photo of snorkeler in open water looking down 
on vertical lines covered in shellfish.  Photo 
credit: U.C. Davis

Photo of fish from inside an offshore net pen in 
Hawaii state waters.  Photo credit: Ocean Era

The global level of wild-caught fisheries has been relatively steady for more than 20 years, 
even as the human population continues to grow. Today, the United States imports roughly 
70 to 85 percent of the seafood we eat and about half of this imported seafood is farmed.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wild caught fisheries steady 20 yearsPopulation grows, increased demand for seafoodUS imports 70-85% of our seafoodHalf of what we import is farmed overseas
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Aquaculture in the 
United States

Top Marine Species



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Given the land and water resources in the US (represented here by the blue and yellow bars), we’re far down the list of aquaculture producers worldwideThis means there is a substantial untapped potential to develop a thriving and sustainable aquaculture industry
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United States State vs. Federal Waters

● State/Federal waters boundary is 9nm for Puerto Rico, Texas, and the west coast of Florida.
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State Waters Federal Waters
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Status of Aquaculture Projects in Federal Waters 
July 2023

Gulf of Mexico
• 1 research project application in process
• 2 commercial applications in process

Northern Atlantic
• 2 permitted research projects
• 4 commercial applications in process

Pacific Ocean
• 1 permitted research project
• 4 commercial applications in process

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Climate Change Threatens Our Global
Food Production System



“Expand and decarbonize 
sustainable U.S. aquaculture 
production to enhance resilience 
of U.S. and global seafood 
system to the impacts of climate 
change.”
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White House National Science and Technology Council
Subcommittee on Aquaculture

● Interagency Aquaculture Regulatory Efficiency Plan

● Interagency Aquaculture Science Coordination Plan

● Interagency Aquaculture Economic Development Plan

Scan Me
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Permitting for Marine Aquaculture in Federal Waters

● Magnuson-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Management Act 
(MSA) permits

● MSA Essential Fish Habitat 
consultations

● Endangered Species Act 
consultations

● Marine Mammal Protection Act 
authorizations

● CZMA coordination
● National Marine Sanctuary Act 

consultations

● Rivers and Harbors Act 1899
○ Section 10

● Clean Water Act 1972/77
○ Section 404 

● Marine Protection, Research, 
and Sanctuaries Act 1972
○ Section 103

● Clean Water Act 
○ Section 402 – National 

Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System

○ Section 403 – Ocean 
Discharge Criteria

+ Several other agencies depending on the specifics of the project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NOAA issues permits for species managed under Fishery Management Plans, and provides consultations and authorizations for habitat, endangered species, marine mammals, and provides coordination on coastal zone management and sanctuary managementThe Army Corps of Engineers provides permits for projects that impact navigable waters or dredge materialsEPA permits discharge of pollutants into federal waters and potential impacts on the marine environment; which typically does not apply to shellfish or seaweed projectsThere are also a number of other federal agencies, such as US Fish and Wildlife Service, Coast Guard, USDA, and the Department of Defense that may need to be consulted depending on the specifics of the project.
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NOAA Aquaculture Program



NOAA Aquaculture Program 

Vision: A thriving, resilient, and inclusive U.S. aquaculture industry that supports jobs, 
expands access to nutritious domestic seafood, and reinforces healthy coastal, 
marine, and Great Lakes ecosystems in a changing environment.

Mission: To provide science, services, and policies that create conditions for opportunity 
and growth of sustainable U.S. aquaculture.
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NOAA Aquaculture - Aquaculture Plans

NOAA Draft National 
Seafood Strategy

NOAA Aquaculture 
Strategic Plan

Four Goals:

1. Manage Sustainably 
and Efficiently

2. Lead Science for 
Sustainability

3. Educate and Exchange 
Information

4. Support Economic 
Viability and Growth

NOAA Draft National 
Seafood Strategy

Goal 2: 
Increase sustainable U.S. 
aquaculture production. 

Scan Me

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Strategic Plan: Four Goals:Manage Sustainably and EfficientlyLead Science for SustainabilityEducate and Exchange InformationSupport Economic Viability and GrowthSeafood Strategy:GOAL 2: Increase sustainable U.S. aquaculture production Seafood is a healthy and climate-friendly nutrition choice and demand is increasing. Aquaculture is one of few ways to significantly increase domestic seafood production—it’s how the majority of growth in demand has been met in the last 20 years. Supporting gradual, diverse, and regionally-appropriate growth of the domestic industry will depend on an efficient, strategic, and science-based regulatory approach that considers and mitigates impacts on protected resources, essential fish habitat, and marine ecosystems. ● Marine Aquaculture Management and Regulatory Efficiency. Accelerate progress on implementing an efficient, predictable, timely, and science-based regulatory framework for marine aquaculture. ● Aquaculture Science. Provide science-based advice and tools to minimize potential effects of an aquaculture operation on the environment and conduct coordinated, applied scientific research in support of sustainable industry development. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
GOAL 1 key objectivesContinue to provide expertise to congress and others in order to improve the regulatory framework and federal R&D programs through legislationWork with partners at the state and federal level to make continuous improvements to permitting processes under existing authorities, including opportunities to improve the accessibility of permits for small scale or time limited projects (research, commercial trials, or restoration projects) and continuing our work on AOAsScience continues to be the basis for sound management decisions and ensuring that consumers can trust that seafood in the US, wild or farmed, is sustainableGOAL 2 key objectivesEnsure our science enterprise is focused on the highest priority needs for both informing management and industry development. On the management side, these priorities include understanding the environmental interactions of aquaculture (protected species, water quality, and beneficial impacts, such as ecosystem services), as well as the impacts and opportunities of aquaculture for climate change mitigation and adaptation. For industry development, research is focused on breeding and animal health, animal nutrition and feeds, technology development and demonstration projects, including for land-based recirculating systems, market information and economic analysis, and expanding our data science capabilities to support industry management and development.GOAL 3 key objectivesCommitment to engage stakeholders in decision-making processes, including to underserved communities Strengthening communication of our science expertise to support improved understanding and awareness of aquacultureSupporting industry development through education and extension resourcesGOAL 4 key objectivesFirst time NOAA is highlighting priorities to support workforce and business development needs.Support aquaculture operations at all scales by improving access to training and apprenticeship programs, lending and insurance programs, grant and financial aid resources, and supporting growth of early stage companies. Also highlight our commitment to diversity and inclusion
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is an AOA?AOAs are defined geographic areas that have been evaluated to determine their suitability for commercial aquacultureWe use the best available science and public input to look for spaces that are environmentally, socially, and economically appropriate for aquaculture development.This is a planning process, not a regulatory process. No specific projects are being proposed or evaluated.By identifying these areas, we are hoping to incentive development of domestic aquaculture.
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Select 
Regions

Publish 
Aquaculture 
Atlases

Publish 
Notice of 
Intent to 
prepare a 
PEIS

Publish 
Draft 
PEIS

Publish 
Final 
PEIS

Sign 
Record 
of 
Decision 
and 
Identify 
AOA

Request for 
Information Data Collection Public Comment Public Comment 30-day waiting 

period

AOA Process Milestones

PEIS = Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement
Element of the National Environmental Policy Act

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Select regions and prepare aquaculture atlasesPrepare a Programmatic Environmental Impact StatementSign the Record of Decision and identify the AOAStakeholder engagement is a critical part of the processThe Red Line indicates where we currently are in the process. Once we’ve gone through the process, expect 3 years to complete1st round, laying groundwork for a repeatable process, so closer to 4 yearsOther caveats: permits same, projects can site outside of AOAs
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Aquaculture Opportunity Atlas

Scan Me
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Southern California AOA Options

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cut to chase and show the results of the Atlases10 AOA options identified in SoCal, represented by the red dots
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Gulf of Mexico AOA Options

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
9 AOA options identified across the Gulf of MexicoGiven the size of the study area, intentionally distributed the options across the basin
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AOA Region 3- Alaska Quick Facts:
● Partnership with 

State of Alaska
● State waters 

only (0-3nm)
● Shellfish, 

invertebrates, 
and Algae



Guide to Permitting Marine Aquaculture in the 
United States (published Feb 2022)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Within existing resources, we’re committed to facilitating a transparent and predictable permitting environmentThat includes…



nmfs.aquaculture.info@noaa.gov
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